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PARANORMAL DYSTOPIAN ROMANCE"Breaking News! Avalon Flight 370 has vanished.

Authorities continue to search for the plane but the hopes for finding survivors are dwindling."Ripped

from the past on the brink death. Thrust into a future where freedom is taken away under the guise

of protection. Secured away by the creatures that once hunted and tormented the human race. On

the surface it looks like a world of peace but underneath the facade lies a war brought on by many

secrets.Will Blake and Melissa find love after being forced to live together, drugged into submission

with the sole purpose of saving the human race? Expectations are high, emotional connections to

the past are broken, and their lives will never be the same again. **This story contains adult

language and situations. It is not intended for audiences under 18**Please note: this is a stand

alone romance but there are mentions of characters from another series written by Jami Brumfield

called PBI Case Files. It is not necessary to read the other series but reading PBI Case Files,

especially Lost Plane (PBI Case Files #3) will really enhance the supporting characters in this book.
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When Melissa and Blake board Flight Avalon 370 they have no idea that their trip will end when

their plane goes down. Except they wake up, and then have to come to terms with the fact that they

have traveled through time and into the future, and that they are expected to procreate. Exciting and

suspenseful, a must read in my opinion!

I just got finished reading 'Death Interrupted' book 1 ofthe Vanished series, which is a spin off of

Jami's PBI File Case series, more specifically episode 3 'Lost Plane'. I'm so glad Jami did a spin off

for the people of Avalon Flight 370, because whilst reading 'Lost Plane' it left me wondering what

happened in the future once they arrived.This book is about Melissa, an almost divorced mum of 2

boys & Blake, a Lawyer being forced to marry someone through false accusations. Their journey

from the airport, where they bump into one another & sparks fly, but not acted apon... to their

journey in the future with the fellow humans brought forward to help populate the future human race

& paranormal protectors.I would advise reading the PBI File Case series first, as people & events in

this book also show up in there. It would be easier to understand some of the characters better &

their relationships in the future.Thank you Jami for an enjoyable read, I was dragged into the story

with so much ease on your part & didn't put it down until I finished. I can't wait for book 2 of this

series.

Wow. I loved this story and can't wait for more. What is better then hot alphas fighting for the right to

mate? Andrea was taken by werewolves and is forced to choose a mate. She gets one night with

each winner. You get to meet 3 makes in this book. And you can't help but love them all. It's a great

short story that leaves you wanting more.

And now I'm wondering if all of the aircraft and passengers who have disappeared are out there

securing the future of the human race. This was a fun read mixing supernatural elements with

humans & time travel. Really interesting and unique (to me) concept. I look forward to reading about

other couples in this series.

This book is very entertaining, but has not big plot. I loved the premise and the world building, but it

was very hard to understand fully. I am going back to read the series that precludes this one

because throughout this book, there was an underlying story that I just did not get and I felt lost. The

ending left A LOT to be desired, it just ended without an ending. I was left flailing in the wind with a

ton of questions.
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